ITEM DESCRIPTION - suitable for Grades R to Grade 4

UNIT
PRICE

CLASSROOM MATERIALS
ALPHABET DISPLAY CARDS (without flip file)
A set of 26 beautifully illustrated A4 single-sided full colour cards printed on
160gsm paper. Each card displays a letter in both lower and higher case with a
useful isiXhosa word reflected by an attractive image. Besides being a delightful
introduction to the alphabet, these display cards look great on classroom walls.
Alphabet Display Cards (above) in A4 pocket flip file
CLASSROOM INTERACTION POSTERS (without flip file)
A set of 11 x A3 colour posters with everyday classroom language in isiXhosa
with English translations. Matt laminated one side only. Sold in a plastic
envelope folder.
CLASSROOM INTERACTION POSTERS (above) in A3 pocket flip file
POSTER PACK (without flip file)
A set of 32 x A3 beautifully illustrated full-colour posters covering Maths, My
Values, Me and a full range of Foundation Phase Themes. All items illustrated
incl. their isiXhosa word and its English translation. Unlaminated. Sold in a
plastic envelope folder with sticker.
POSTER PACK (above) in A3 pocket flip file
ISIXHOSA SONGS FOR KIDS
The 43 vibrant and catchy songs cover all the WCED Foundation Phase
themes. They are excellent for reviewing previously learnt vocabulary so that
learners don’t forget it. Sold in a set of 4 CDs in jewel cases with lyrics booklets
providing English translations. Alternatively, can be bought as digital files.

R180.00
R210.00
R590.00

R665.00

R1,250.00

R1,390.00

R590.00

TEACHER MATERIALS
TEACHER’S GUIDES 1, 2 and 3 are in development.
These give lesson ‘menus’ including a grid providing song titles, flashcard
numbers, poster numbers and Workbook pages that correspond to the
lesson/theme thereby saving teachers hours of preparation. Each lesson ‘menu’
also offers a story, discussion topics, classroom activities, vocabulary games,
phonemic awareness activities and teacher’s grammar notes.
TEACHER’S PHRASE FLASHCARDS WITH AUDIO
This is an excellent resource covering ten key Foundation Phase themes. The
pack includes 75 double-sided A5 picture (on front) and phrases (on back)
flashcards on 300gsm card. IsiXhosa with English translations. Simple repeated
sentence structures given in 3 levels per card/theme. Teacher’s notes included.
A disc of mp3 tracks is included for pronunciation practice.
SONG ANIMATIONS
Ten Song Animations with isiXhosa subtitles sold on a flash drive. The 10 songs
are from the red Songs CD. This is highly engaging and teachers report that
pausing the video to let their learners read the subtitles has been very effective.

tbc

R465.00

R290.00

LEARNER MATERIALS
My IsiXhosa-English WORKBOOK 1
Aimed at Grade 1, this attractive and engaging learner’s Workbook introduces
key vocabulary for 15 core Foundation Phase themes, including ‘my family,
greetings, at school, my body, colours, counting, clothes, animals’, et.c. (52
pages)
My IsiXhosa-English WORKBOOK 2
Workbook 2 reviews key vocabulary from Workbook 1. It then expands on the
vocabulary of the core themes and extends it into sentence building and minidialogues. (100 pages)
My IsiXhosa-English WORKBOOK 3
Workbook 3 reviews key vocabulary from both Workbook 1 & 2. It then expands
on the vocabulary and extends it into slightly more complex sentence structures
and fuller dialogues. (92 pages)
LEARNER ACTIVITY BOOK
Aimed at Grade 2 and/or Grade 3, this Activity Book covers and extends
language content from ten key Foundation Phase themes also on the red Songs
CD. Activities for each theme incl. a reference page, matching words to pictures,
adding vowels to key words, recognizing start and end sounds, crossword
puzzles, word searches and selecting phrases to write into speech bubbles for
mini dialogues.
LEARNER FLASHCARDS (one word per pic with translation)
These 100 single-sided 94mm x 126mm cards show colour illustrations with
matching words in isiXhosa and English. Rounded corners for children to handle
and printed on 300gsm card. The vocabulary is from the songs on the red CD. It
is a great resource for independent learner activities reviewing vocabulary.
Colouring Book (2 – 5 yrs) Illustrates key words of all 10 songs on red CD.
Colouring Book (6 – 9 yrs) Matches first 5 songs of red songs CD. A4 size pics.

R75.00

R119.00

R119.00

R119.00

R250.00

R75.00
R75.00

Please contact Kyle on 084 843 7795 or info@xhosafundis.co.za to see
samples of any of the materials, or to discuss anything further.

